Windshield Tags

idtracon's Windshield Tags offer a more
accurate and secure way to allow access
into various locations like a gated
community, company/corporate secured
parking or even a car wash. Double-sided
registered option is now available. Print a
registered company logo or instructional
information on the second side.

Features

Mild and moderate. Resists moderate
solvents and caustics/acids
Unlimited color options with choice of up
to four standard or custom colors
Digital printing process provides for
greater print capability with detailed logos
or special designs
Double-sided registered option available

Product
Print Options

Barcode . Data Matrix . QR Code . RFID .
Serial Number . Text

Product
Functionality

Abrasion Resistance . Chemical
Resistance . Heat Resistance .
UV/Outdoor Durability

Popular
Applications

Government . Theme parks . Trade show .
Transportation / Logistics . Hospitals .
Schools

Category

Access Control . Plastic Barcode Labels
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Windshield Tags
Specifications Data
Material

Polyester

Serialization

Barcode and human-readable equivalent is digitally printed – providing excellent clarity and easy scanning. Code 39 is the standard
symbology with a range of 2.7 to 9.4 CPI (characters per inch). Optional linear and 2D symbologies available. Although this product is
primarily marketed as a bar code product, we can produce it with human-readable numbers only or unserialized.

Label Copy

The label copy may include block type, stylized type, logos or other designs

Colors

Standard colors include black, red, yellow, green or blue. Custom spot colors are also available at no additional charge. Due to contrast
needed for the bar code scanner, all bar codes are black.

Standard Adhesive

Pressure-sensitive adhesive

Sizes

Various sizes available

Packaging

Shipped on convenient rolls with scrap matrix removed for ease of removal. Cartons are clearly marked to indicate serial numbers of labels.

Chemical Testing
Label Adhesion Test: This rating measures label adhesion after being exposed to chemicals listed below for a 2 hour
soak. Chemical emergence tests are rated on a scale of 100 to 0: 100 = No Effect 25 = Label Falls Off 75 = Oozing
Adhesive 0 = Label Destroyed 50 = Label Slides Off
Chemical Test Data
Test Conditions

Result

Isopropyl alcohol

100

Acetone

25

Water

100

Bath Soap

100

Pyroil brake fluid

25

Glass cleaner

100
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